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DARK ELITE 
 

 
Here, on this web, everyone can find logical arguments and given proofs that the planet Earth is 
actually ruled from the outside, although with the assistance of a particular group of Earthlings 
who serve that purpose in the hope they receive something in return.  
It started with the crash of an extraterrestrial machine at Roswell, actually even before, because 
some contacts with extraterrestrials were inherited from Hitler and his surrounding, when a 
group around him came into contact with the crucial technologies as well as the actual contact 
with extraterrestrials. So, after WWII the contacts and the goal remains the same. Today, 
according to statements of eye witnesses who worked on those technologies, Earthlings are able 
to travel to the stars, but majority of human population remains in ignorance and are not aware 
of this information. And, it should be added, it is only their own fault; mostly because of 
indolence and lack of interest in the relevant information and events. Today, the Internet is 
already full of useful information of such kind... but also to no avail.  
When someone tries to provide the real truth to these indolent people, he or she arouses in them 
only indifference and resistance, even contempt for such information, and also for the person 
himself because he or she has brought discomfort among these indolent people.  
Fortunately nowadays a large group of humanity starts to awaken and thus becomes aware of 
the direction of global government over humanity and the reason for such action. Unfortunately, 
such “awakened” ones still sift only through the consequences of this information and thus the 
cause and origin remains unknown to them. There is some elite group that is aware that at the 
time of total danger they can survive outside the Earth with the help of “friends” with whom 
they have been in contact for some time. Therefore, members of this elite group constantly try to 
set against each other some groups of fools. These fools are needed for accomplishment of goals 
of this elite group – the goal is to reduce the human population on Earth, maybe up to the point 
where the Earth would become a place without population; all this in order to allow this elite 
group to set the grounds for their own but dubious objectives. However, they do not realize that 
even the most advanced technology has significant limitations and again serves only the wrong 
master.  
These groups that are set against each other now fight amongst themselves – the current 
situation on Ukraine is the best example of it. Supposedly the groups are fighting on their own 
beliefs! But how much evil and suffering have already emerged from such a belief! From the 
wrong belief – it must be noted! There were and still are wars in the name of religions and there 
are all those beliefs. And everybody boasts that that serves God! But there is only one God! And 
yet every group has a God of its own. No one from these groups takes a thought as to why this is 
so. If he or she would for once be able to honestly ask this question and seek an answer to it, he 
or she would alter his or her conviction for sure. But that is something he or she is not able to do 
because of the verve of battle and hatred. They only obey those, who like Judas, fulfill only their 
own pockets in the name of questionable “truths” spread by the support of their life providers. 
When the distributor of such “truths“ makes a wrong move and consequently pockets remain 
empty – then he or she must decide whether to take Judas’ dirty money or a clear conscience and 
service for the Truth. Few are those who choose empty pockets! Therefore, the Truth remains 
for the poor ones. Materially poor but spiritually rich!  
But the battle for Truth is hard without material wealth. Therefore, cherish any aid that comes to 
you from the Truth because it is associated with great renunciation. Nobody pays us; indeed we 
must go on short commons – as the saying goes. Vacations, travelling, capricious games and 



various events – it all remains unknown to us, but happily unknown. We actually enjoy activities 
that others despise: the smile on the face of one of the awakened human spirit!  
Therefore, rejoice you – the awaken ones! Because those who think that serving the darkness is 
the way to save themselves – they are walking the wrong path and save only their cover or 
“suit” (i.e. the body) and only for a short time. But that is something they do not know because 
they are keen on fashion and feignedly want to look good. On the contrary, they lose the true 
essence – their own spirit by that everyday incorrect service.  
 

THEREFORE BECOME SPIRITUAL! 
SEEK THE TRUTH! 

SERVE THE TRUTH! 
 
Where should you seek the Truth? – That information has been available in our site for long. 
Why should you seek the Truth? – We are constantly trying to explain to you from different 
angles and points of view. Find the one point, which is right for you and stop for a moment to 
consider this information. There is much at stake – your existence that you now direct towards 
your descendants, material wealth, and to some beautiful moment that surely will come to an 
end. Then, your eyes will remain only for weeping and lamenting the fate that punishes you. But 
the fate does not punish you – it is you yourselves who also lead your offspring only to fashion 
and care for temporal “suit”. The true essence, i.e. eternal spirit – you make it mortal and you 
fill your life with obstacles made of fashion shows and you fill your closets with unnecessary 
stuff. Till when do you want to wander like this? What for are your descendants that you lead 
into the grave! To the grave but dressed up beautifully. Wake up before this prediction becomes 
a reality! These words are unpopular, hard to hear because the fine words you used to hear up 
to now – these words did not make the appropriate impact. Even worse, there’s no time left for 
such fine words.  
 

LIFE OR DEATH! 
 
Do you find it exaggerated? Soon you will find that it is NOT! The conflicts rage all around the 
world - supported by the belief which is praised as the right one by every fighting individual or 
group. Therefore, the agreement is impossible to achieve because everyone wants to play the 
boss/the lord. But there is ONLY ONE LORD and his Word still remains unknown to all. If 
they knew the Word they would immediately lay down their arms. There is nothing to fight for. 
Everything was given to us. But we do not appreciate it and we still look for something more 
than we already own. We look to our neighbors for what is not ours. And that is our meaning 
of life, OUR CONVICTION! The conviction that we cover up with peace talks! Or with talks 
about war in the name of justice. It is a mockery of the Truth! Mockery of logical thinking! If 
you do not believe in your spirit then at least take into account your logical mind; the mind 
that you are all so proud of! 
 
When you start to serve the true LORD you will understand that you went astray in the past. You 
will recognize in His Word all errors which you have hitherto served but you also will 
understand who is on which side and when and what he or she does wrong. Your eyes will open 
and everything will become clear, easy to understand what the solution is. But at the same time it 
is very difficult because it is not possible to step out from the turning merry-go-round when 
everyone on it joyfully and happily romp around and amuse themselves to their own damage. 
This damage grows more and more every day until it will be too late to revert it. Therefore, take 
the first stop and get off and try to look at those amused ones from all sides and think about the 



source of their amusement and if there is any sense in it. Step out before the merry-go-round 
collapses.  
Today, everyone wants to play the lord but all lords always needed and still need butlers who are 
willing to serve them. At least you, who are not the conceited lords anymore but only serving 
butlers, be aware that those whom you serve are not worthy of your service, and by serving them 
you mostly do harm to yourselves. You are as valuable as those who play lords. You will become 
even more valuable when you start to serve the true Lord. This is a simple advice, but rest 
assured you won’t find any better one. And this service does not bind you in any way, but 
rather makes you free. Use the gift from the Lord of yours – your freedom. Use it correctly!  
 

EVEN IF THEY ENSLAVED YOU PHYSICALLY, NAY ENCLOSE TO JAIL, 
SPIRITUALLY YOU WILL BE FREE MORE THAN A KING! 


